
Dashboard - Feature #46493

mgr/dashboard: integrate Dashboard with mgr/nfs module interface

07/13/2020 05:14 AM - Kiefer Chang

Status: Resolved % Done: 100%

Priority: Normal   

Assignee: Alfonso Martínez   

Category: Component - NFS   

Target version: v17.0.0   

Source: Community (dev) Reviewed:  

Tags:  Affected Versions: v15.2.9, v16.2.6

Backport: pacific Pull request ID: 42526

Description

Cephadm can provide a adopt method or documentation to migrate existing NFS ganesha daemons.

The adoption should consider the configuration object usage changed in Octopus (config-per-daemon -> single-config-all-daemons).

See the discussion in #46327 for more information.

Subtasks:

Cleanup # 51479: mgr/dashboard: NFS clean-ups Duplicate

Bug # 53083: mgr/dashboard: nfs export creation form: do not allow pseudo already in use Resolved

Related issues:

Related to Orchestrator - Bug #46327: cephadm: nfs daemons share the same con... Won't Fix

Related to ceph-ansible - Bug #50577: migrate NFS exports form ceph-ansible t... Triaged

Duplicated by Dashboard - Bug #50496: mgr/dashboard: manage NFS exports throu... Duplicate

Blocked by Dashboard - Feature #44605: cephadm: RGW: missing dashboard integr... Resolved

Follows CephFS - Feature #47490: Integration of dashboard with volume/nfs module Pending Backport

Copied to Dashboard - Backport #52971: pacific: mgr/dashboard: integrate Dash... Resolved

History

#1 - 07/13/2020 05:14 AM - Kiefer Chang

- Category changed from cephadm to cephadm (binary)

- Source set to Community (dev)

#2 - 07/17/2020 11:06 AM - Sebastian Wagner

- Related to Bug #46327: cephadm: nfs daemons share the same config object added

#3 - 07/17/2020 11:07 AM - Sebastian Wagner

- Priority changed from Normal to High

#4 - 01/19/2021 03:59 PM - Sebastian Wagner

- Subject changed from cephadm: need the feature to migrate NFS ganesha daemons in previous releases to cephadm: need the feature to migrate

NFS ganesha daemons from nautilus to octopus

- Priority changed from High to Normal

#5 - 04/14/2021 02:33 PM - Sebastian Wagner

- Status changed from New to Rejected

never happened.

#6 - 05/05/2021 09:19 AM - Sebastian Wagner
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- Related to Bug #50577: migrate NFS exports form ceph-ansible to mgr/nfs added

#7 - 06/29/2021 07:38 AM - Sebastian Wagner

- Subject changed from cephadm: need the feature to migrate NFS ganesha daemons from nautilus to octopus to cephadm: need the feature to

migrate NFS ganesha daemons from nautilus to Proposal C

- Status changed from Rejected to New

- Backport changed from octopus to pacific

#8 - 06/29/2021 07:40 AM - Sebastian Wagner

- Backport changed from pacific to pacific, octopus

#9 - 06/29/2021 08:25 AM - Sebastian Wagner

- Project changed from Orchestrator to Dashboard

- Subject changed from cephadm: need the feature to migrate NFS ganesha daemons from nautilus to Proposal C to need the feature to migrate NFS

ganesha daemons from dashboard to Proposal C

- Category deleted (cephadm (binary))

- Priority changed from Normal to Urgent

moving to dashboard

#10 - 06/29/2021 04:58 PM - Ernesto Puerta

- Category set to Component - NFS

- Target version set to v16.2.5

#11 - 07/08/2021 09:39 PM - Loïc Dachary

- Target version deleted (v16.2.5)

#12 - 08/05/2021 09:59 AM - Ernesto Puerta

- Subject changed from need the feature to migrate NFS ganesha daemons from dashboard to Proposal C to mgr/dashboard: integrate Dashboard

with mgr/nfs module interface

- Target version set to v17.0.0

#13 - 08/05/2021 10:00 AM - Ernesto Puerta

- Tracker changed from Bug to Feature

- Affected Versions v15.2.9, v16.2.6 added

- Affected Versions deleted (v15.2.5, v16.0.0)

#14 - 08/05/2021 10:02 AM - Ernesto Puerta

- Duplicated by Bug #50496: mgr/dashboard: manage NFS exports through NFS module. added

#15 - 08/05/2021 10:03 AM - Ernesto Puerta

- Follows Feature #47490: Integration of dashboard with volume/nfs module added

#16 - 08/05/2021 10:09 AM - Ernesto Puerta

- Pull request ID set to 42526

#17 - 08/05/2021 10:09 AM - Ernesto Puerta

- Status changed from New to In Progress

#18 - 08/31/2021 10:53 AM - Ernesto Puerta

- Blocked by Feature #44605: cephadm: RGW: missing dashboard integration added
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#19 - 08/31/2021 10:56 AM - Ernesto Puerta

The following PRs without tracking issue needs to be backported too:

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/42073/

#20 - 10/06/2021 07:08 AM - Alfonso Martínez

- Assignee set to Alfonso Martínez

#21 - 10/19/2021 09:18 AM - Ernesto Puerta

- Status changed from In Progress to Pending Backport

#22 - 10/19/2021 09:19 AM - Ernesto Puerta

- Backport changed from pacific, octopus to pacific

#23 - 10/19/2021 09:21 AM - Backport Bot

- Copied to Backport #52971: pacific: mgr/dashboard: integrate Dashboard with mgr/nfs module interface added

#24 - 10/19/2021 09:23 AM - Ernesto Puerta

- Backport deleted (pacific)

#25 - 10/19/2021 09:23 AM - Ernesto Puerta

- Backport set to pacific

#26 - 11/16/2021 07:29 AM - Loïc Dachary

- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved

While running with --resolve-parent, the script "backport-create-issue" noticed that all backports of this issue are in status "Resolved" or "Rejected".
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